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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW  
February 19, 2023 
 
WILL ZALATORIS  ( -13) 
 
 
Q.  Will, how would you characterize that round today?  
 
WILL ZALATORIS:  Yeah, it was fun. It's nice to -- anytime I shoot 64 on Sunday, obviously 
it's nice to -- nice to see. But I thought yesterday actually was kind of -- kind of what me and 
my team were saying was kind of step 2 of 10 in the recovery process, so we're getting 
close.  
 
It really was nice to see some good putts go in today. Overall, drove it amazing this week, 
which is really kind of the big thing coming back from injury to see. So overall, nice to make 
eight birdies on Sunday. Anytime I do that, no matter what, obviously I'm very happy.  
 
Q.  What was maybe the biggest difference driving the ball this week you felt? 
 
WILL ZALATORIS:  You know, I had my coach, Troy Denton, with me the first couple days 
we were here and he just caught something, I was a little shut in my setup and it just carried 
over awesome. I've been kind of hanging them out to the right and it was really, really good 
to see. It's been a slow process and it's slower than I'd like, for sure, but I think today was 
definitely a big step in the right direction. 
 
Q.  I was going to ask how do you feel like you're kind of -- I know you're more rotary 
now with your swing. How have you felt that process has gone? I know you said slow, 
but do you feel like you're gaining on it? 
 
WILL ZALATORIS:  Yeah, for sure. I mean, I think -- I was joking with my team that I think 
two years ago during COVID I played seven in a row and this is one week and I had landed 
my PT guy with me literally working on me before and after and yesterday three times.  
 
It's a work in progress, like I said, but overall the swing's feeling really good. It's nice to see 
some really good iron play, which has kind of been the one thing that it's obviously what I'm 
known for, but I've been just very average. So to kind of see some shots out of the rough 
come out exactly how I like them or how I want them to come out, like I said, it's just a big 
step in the right direction. 
 
Q.  We're in the midst of a massive stretch of golf here, all these dedicated events, 
THE PLAYERS coming up, majors in the future. How are you going to be kind of able 
to manage -- you said the body and coming back from all this during this big stretch? 
 
WILL ZALATORIS:  Yeah, I mean the big thing is really just being 100 percent by April. I 
think that's something that when I talked to my doctor, he just said, look, you're on the right 
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path, you're going to feel really good, but you're not going to be 100 percent really until April.  
 
I obviously can pump out 184 ball speed with the driver anytime I want, but it's doing it 
repetitively and doing it consistent. So just really just being overcautious. That's part of the 
reason why I didn't play Phoenix, I was just feeling a little achy here and there and just I 
don't want to end this year like how I did last year. Obviously that's the main goal. So really 
pacing myself going into April and then from there on I should be ready to go and play as 
much as I want. 
 
Q.  Is that a big thing, learning how to kind of listen to your body? 
 
WILL ZALATORIS:  Yeah, for someone who's 26 and who's gone 120 percent pretty much 
their entire life, it's very hard, but that three-and-a-half-months off, really had to learn 
patience. Like I said, today was a big step in the right direction and we just need to keep 
doing what we're doing. 
 


